Pearl Knowledge

Pearl and it’s beautiful tale
The pearl shines glittered and gently with perfect round shape and delicately texture. It always regards as the symbol of treasure at all time and in all over the world. China is the earliest country to discover and use pearl, pearl and jade together are named as “the beauty of east”, the monarchs, the princes, the officials and the rich men all love pearl decoration without exception. The ancient Persian had ever considerd pearl as symbol of the moon, the royalty and patrician of ancient Egypt, India, Persia and other countries had used plenty of pearl before. Fore-and-aft the fifteen century, many countries in Europe had even make laws to regulate people to use pearl according to status and rank.

There is a tale about the formation of pearl: when an oyster was enjoying moonshine on a beach, a tear of a fairy in the heaven who was crying fell into its heart and turn to a pearl.

In fact, the formation of pearl, it is not so beauty as legendary, it is hard.. A kind of sand, worm, insect or other eyewinker intruded into the oyster shuck, and the oyster, in order to get rid of the barrier, it wriggled its soft body, try its best to squeeze the barrier out. While because of ceaseless wriggling, it excreted a sort of transparent liquid which surrounded the barrier. The harder to wriggle, the more liquid it is excreted, and the thicker the barrier was surrounded. As time passed, the exudate agglomerated., turned out to be glittering and translucent pearl.

Pearl does not only stands for valued status, but also accord with the intelligent and tender of women, showing unique charm of women. So it is made into various kinds of jewelrys, and loved by women all over the world. You can choose any of the classical color which you like best to cooperate with you unique temperament.

In addition, wearing a pearl necklace has better function in regulating, abirritating, can prevent chronic faucitis and so on, at the same time making the skin especially shining and cleaning, exquisite. To rub down the skin with pearl gently also have the function of protecting the skin, hairdressing, getting rid of the speckles and removing crinkle.